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SMTXTRA Appoints MaRC Technologies as Representative for the Pacific Northwest 
 
Doncaster, United Kingdom — April 2024 — SMTXTRA, a renowned leader in Surface Mount 
Technology (SMT) equipment services, is pleased to announce 
the appointment of MaRC Technologies as its representative for 
the Pacific Northwest region of the United States.  
 
Led by Mike Gunderson, MaRC Technologies specializes in 
supplying tools and supplies for the electronics manufacturing and 
high-tech industry, serving customers across the entire United 
States. 
 
With a focus on sales and service, the experienced team at MaRC 
Technologies is dedicated to providing exceptional support to 
customers in the Pacific Northwest. Their expertise and 
commitment to customer satisfaction make them an ideal partner 
for representing SMTXTRA's comprehensive range of products 
and services. 
 
"We are excited to represent SMTXTRA and bring their industry-
leading solutions to our customers," said Mike Gunderson, President of MaRC Technologies. 
"SMTXTRA is a trusted partner for electronics manufacturers, and we look forward to helping our 
customers benefit from their expertise." 
 
Mike Gunderson and the team at MaRC Technologies offer SMTXTRA’s range of SMT parts, 
equipment, and services to meet the needs of electronics manufacturers. With a focus on quality and 
reliability, SMTXTRA provides feeder repair and testing services backed by a substantial 3-month 
warranty, as well as calibration services for various SMT equipment brands. All SMT parts and 
equipment undergo rigorous quality checks by a dedicated team of SMT technicians, ensuring 
optimal performance and reliability.  
 
MaRC Technologies can be contacted at (503) 723-0962 or visited online at 
www.marctechnologies.com for more information about this partnership. 
 
To learn more about SMTXTRA and its range of services, visit www.smtxtra.com. 
 

### 
 
 
About SMTXTRA 
Founded in 2007, SMTXTRA has become a well-established European company with a global base 
in Doncaster, UK, and satellite offices in Hungary and China. Specializing in quality SMT production 
spares and consumables, they serve a diverse global customer base and export worldwide. Their 
ISO 9001:2015 certification underscores their commitment to quality service and competitive pricing, 
positioning them as a leader in the Surface Mount Electronic Assembly sector. www.smtxtra.com  
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